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About

loveLife

T

he New loveLife Trust also known
as loveLife, is South Africa’s youth
non-governmental organisation
(NGO) that was established in
1999 as a joint initiative of leading South
African non-governmental organisations,
private foundations and the South African
government. Initially it was established
with a mandate to reduce new HIV
infections and unplanned pregnancies
among young people aged 15-24 years
by half within a five year period. As the
organisation has grown, focus is on
promotion of youth health in all other
aspects with an intended outcome to
influence positive social behaviour
change amongst young people. The main
target group has also been extended to
target age group from 10 - 24 years.
loveLife positions itself as a leader
in transitioning young people from
adolescence to adulthood —by boldly and
informatively promoting youth health. We
are POWERING THE FUTURE!
The organisation positions its
programmes not only for risk reduction
but also as the generator of empowered
young people with a better future.
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WHAT do we do? And why are we thought
leaders?
lovelife programming is based on the
premise that in human development the ages
10 to 25 are times of rapid change, including
“dramatic shifts in the shape of the body,
major increases in gonadal hormones, and
changes in brain architecture” (Eccles 2008,
p. 198).
For young people, defined by the World
Health Organisation as aged 10-24, this
period includes becoming more independent
from the family, playing an increasingly
“more active role in their own development”
(ibid. 199) and of course “taking on and
then managing and coordinating multiple
demanding life roles” (ibid.).
The loveLife model is rooted in young
people’s agency. Our approach to promoting
social change is to address root causes. One
framework that is useful to understand this
is the positive youth development framework
(see for example Eccles 2008); this includes
approaches “to adolescent health promotion
that [focus] on environmental supports for
positive developmental outcomes and the
active role of young people in promoting
their own positive development” (Surko et al.
2006).
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Over the years, loveLife has developed
its own construct to describe the various
factors that promote positive youth-driven
social change. We call it the “3-C” construct:
Complete, Creative and Connected.
Complete: So that young people believe in
their personal power
• At loveLife we use “complete” as
a way to describe self-belief, selfunderstanding, self-esteem, identity,
purpose, and sense of belonging,
and having a future focus (or being
“planful” (Eccles 2008)).
Creative: So that young people can
navigate life’s challenges
• For loveLife, creativity means
resilience, “bouncebackability”
after a crisis, creative problemsolving, and the capacity of those
Programming that focuses on young
people in schools is slightly different
from our out-of-school programming
in that whereas in the former setting
the emphasis is on the individual and
interpersonal levels, in the latter we
implement activities that aid in driving
social and structural change. We also
hold our young leaders accountable
for their actions. We do not treat young
loveLife Annual Report 2017

young people most marginalised
and left out to take on a central
role in determining their and their
community’s futures. This concept is
associated with the social networks
that young people form and or align
themselves with.
Connected: So that young people
participate in a culture of freedom &
equality
• For loveLife, connectedness
means young people standing in
solidarity, working together as
equals, listening to each other and
understanding where others come
from, and the connection of all
through shared humanity. It is the
foundation of the themes of mutual
respect and human rights within
loveLife.
leaders as the beneficiaries of our
programmes, but rather as the active
drivers of everything we do.
Our whole reason for existence is to make
people immediately useful. The moment
you come into a loveLife programme you
are set into action, and started out on a
journey of personal discovery. You are
given responsibility and held accountable.
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“I feel differently because when I look
back into my past, I see a stranger to
myself. I can even say that I don’t know
that person that I used to associate
myself with. I don’t know that person
that I used to be. So I can feel different
‘cause I am making some change in
somebody’s life, if not one person,
maybe two” Anathi (23) – mpintshi,
Orange Farm, former gang member

Safety: Young people can build safe
communities where they live without the
fear of violence
• To build safer communities in South
Africa and globally, loveLife and
young people prioritise:
• Personal commitments to nonviolence and the promotion of peace;

• Changing harmful social norms
around gender, sexuality, alcohol,
and violence;
• Promoting social solidarity for safe
communities;
• Working with the appropriate
structures to ensure both better laws
and better law enforcement.

Health: Young people can optimise their
health
• To build healthier communities in
South Africa and globally, loveLife
and young people prioritise:
• Being “Body Ys”;
• Creating a positive lifestyle culture;
• Promoting access to health
services.

Opportunity: Young people can generate
value by creating and connecting with
networks of opportunity
• To build more prosperous
communities in South Africa and
globally, loveLife and young people
prioritise:
• Creating Centres of Opportunity at Y
Centres;
• Delivering accredited training
programmes;
• Creating partnerships for access to
the economy;
• Adding currency to youth leadership
development.
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HOW WE DO IT?
Programme interventions are designed
as the response which enables youth to
understand risk, develop incentives to
reject risk and reduce risk tolerance.
The organisation’s implementation pillars
focus on individual, societal and structural
drivers of high-risk behaviour among youth
through integrated multimedia messaging,
community-level outreach programmes as
well as clinical and psychosocial services.
The loveLife Youth Health Programme
Package consists of Healthy Lifestyles,

Sports and Active Lifestyles and Youth
Development. Young people are inspired
by their peers and listen to what they
have to say. For this reason, loveLife’s
positive lifestyle and healthy sexuality
programmes are implemented by a
national corps of youth volunteers known
as groundBREAKERs (highly motivated
peer motivators and community mobilisers
between the ages of 18 and 25 years) and
mpintshi’s (younger volunteers who shadow
groundBREAKERs).

loveLife groundBREAKER PROGRAMME
The groundBREAKER programme was
established in 2001 as a Peer Education- led
Model where young people were trained on
various programmes for implementation in
schools and communities.
The programme has since evolved, having
a larger youth leadership focus with three
main objectives:

personal development could not be fully
realised, in the context of South Africa,
where employability is qualifications driven.
On average, 65% of each year’s cohort of
groundBREAKERs go on to find employment
or study further and almost 85% report
increased health-seeking behaviour due to
participation in the programme.

(i) To directly facilitate economic
participation for young people through
skills development and an accredited
qualification
(ii) To provide a platform for youth to
take up a leadership role in addressing
the social ills in their communities
by implementing loveLife’s healthy
sexuality, positive lifestyle and skills
development programmes
(iii) To impact on the individual
participant’s sexual behaviour (improve
health-seeking behaviour)
The programme has been successful in
achieving these objectives. This programme
evolution follows loveLife’s realisation that
unless the programme improved one’s
chances of employability and transition,
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OUR VALUES: what keeps the
organisation glued together:
•
•
•
•
•

Integrity
Innovation
Youth-centric
Accountability
Responsiveness

OUR INTERVENTION
Our programmes start by nurturing the
individual’s sense of identity and belonging.
They address barriers at a societal level
through multiple interventions that
challenge the communities and families
to confront drivers of high risk behaviour
thus, triggering social change.
Collaboration with different stakeholders to
strengthen institutional response in health,
education, sport and other communitybased organisations. loveLife programmes
are formulated and designed at national
level, with the input of our mpintshis and
groundBREAKERs, and implemented in all
nine provinces of South Africa. A targeted
regional approach is used in programme
implementation using the newly evolved
Results Based Monitoring & Evaluation
approach.

Our Reach
In 2017 groundBREAKERs and mpintshi’s
touched the lives of young South Africans
by implementing loveLife’s programmes
through 2 711 schools registered nationally
and they reach 320 032 youth, 15 Y-Centres
Community-Based Organisations / Hubs
Satellite Y-Centre Hubs: 561, Clinics: 257,
Sports Hubs: 143
Through various touch points, (namely
loveLife school programme, dialogues,
festivals and events, Media Ys, Sports &
Recreational events, Call Centre, mobisite
and radio programmining on nine African
Language Stations (ALS) that are part of
the SABC (our national broadcaster) and 27
(community radio stations) in communities
around all nine provinces of South Africa,
loveLife engages face-to-face with on
average 1 million young people annually
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with a target audience of 10-24-year-olds.
Our Impact in 2017, the gender range reach
percentage was 50% female and 50% male.
This is evidence that loveLife leadership
development programme yields high social
returns in increasing the number of young
people who transition to a better future.

loveLife Programmes:
• Y-Centre
• Community-Based
Organisations/HUBs
• Satellite Y-Centre HUBs
• Clinics
• Sports HUBs
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loveLife Y-CENTRES
Y-Centres are vibrant, educational yet
recreational multipurpose outreach
centres where young people access a
range of loveLife programmes. They offer
recreational hubs for young people growing
up in areas where there are limited facilities
as well as a safe after school environment.
The range of activities and services
offered to young people at the centres
include computer and work-related
training, performing arts, sports, sexual
and reproductive health, information
and services, life skills, motivational
programmes, the promotion of health and
fitness, debating leagues, radio production
and broadcasting skills development.
Programmes are run under the
management of the Y-Centre Coordinators
with the support of groundBREAKERs and
mpintshi’s.

HUBs
loveLife hubs include schools and adolescent and youth friendly clinics.

Adolescent and Youth Friendly Services Clinic Initiative
Unhealthy lifestyles and risky behaviours
are disproportionately predisposing young
people to illness, disease and unplanned
pregnancies. With loveLife’s understanding
of the youth market, the Adolescent and
Youth Friendly Services (AYFS) are aimed
at improving health services delivery to
young people in South Africa as well as
training healthcare professionals at these
clinics on providing youth friendly services
that encourage a congenial, friendly
environment. This initiative is a programme
that responds to young people’s needs and
retains them for continuation of care by
providing high-quality and effective medical
and counselling assistance to young people
who have experienced violence.
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loveLife

GOVERNANCE
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Name

Office

Mr. M Mashishi
Mr. Z Mhlontlo
Mr. N Biko
Ms. B Hlongwane
Mr. ST Mbha
Mr. OJJ Tabane
Dr. P Smythe
Mr. LP Mkhize
Ms. RT Field
Mr. L Kuti
Ms. K Maema

Chairperson
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee

Contact Details of Office Bearers
Physical Address
48 Wierda Road West, Wierda Valley, Sandton, 2196
Postal Address
P.O.Box 45, Parklands, 2121
Phone Number: 011 523 1000

Board Meeting Dates
26 January
23 March
27 July
23 November
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loveLife

ORGANOGRAM
CEO

PA to CEO

SEM: Human
Resources

SEM: PrOps

Executive
Assistant

x8 SM:
Operations

SM:
AYFS
& PSS

YLD
Manager

See
Y-Centre
Structure

Team
Leader

AYFS
Programme
Manager

x9 CC
Counsellors

x3 CC
Operations

x2 AYFS
Techinical
Advisors

Executive
Assistant

SM:
Games
& Schools

Senior Project
Manager: Digital

Games
Manager

Digital
Campaigns
Manager

Schools
PC

Social Media
Programmes
Manager

SM:
Human
Resources

HR
Officer

Payroll &
Benefits
Manager

SM:
HR

Fleet & L&D
Functions

Receptionist
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SEM: Business

SEM: Brand and

Developemnt

Communication

Chief

Outsourced
Finance
Functions
Officer

SM: Business
Development &
Stakeholder
Relations

Manager:
Business
Development

Business
Development
Officer

M&E
Manager

SM: Brand, Media
& Comms

SM:
PMD

QA
Manager

Research
Function

SM: Finance

SM: ICT

Manager:
SCM &
Facilities

Financial
Accountant

Management
Accountant

Procurement
Assistant

Bookkeeper

Drivers

Creditors
Clerk

General
Assistants

Warehouse
Coordinator

x2
M&E
Officers

Brand & Media
Assistant

Outsourced
Functions
Warehouse
Assistant

Quality
Assurance
Officer

AV
Manager

Executive
Producer:
Radio

Sub-Editor/
Copywriter

x2
Data
Capturers

Media Ys
Coordinator

Radio
Producer

Print &
Electronic
Coordinator

Sound
Engineer
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Provincial Operations

STRUCTURE
x8 SM:
Operations

x12
Programme
Managers

x9
Admin
Managers

x15
Y-Centre PC

x4
Admin Clerk

x38
loveLifestyle PC

x19
General Assistants

x15
loveLife Games
Coordinator

x8
Groundsmen

x9
AYFS
Coordinators

Nurse
(where applicable)

Project Coordinators
(where applicable)
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loveLife

ACADEMY
Managing
Director
Executive
Assistant
Fundraising &
Business
Development
Manager

Operations
Director

Information
Systems Manager

National Trainer:
Health Programmes

National
Trainers

Project
Coordinator
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loveLife Eployment

EQUITY
Senior Management
8 Females
9 Males

Top
Management
2 Male
3 Females

Middle Management
13 Males
19 Females

Skilled
5 Males
5 Females

Semi Skilled
70 Males
62 Females

Unskilled
23 Males
36 Females

52%

FEMALE
16

48%

MALE
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loveLife

FUNDERS

ACWA Power - Bokpoort

Microsoft

Defy
Department of Health
Department of Social Development - NW
& MP
Department of Sports and Recreation

National Lotteries

Football For Hope - Kimberley & Qwaqwa
German Financial Cooperation (KFW)
Global Fund
Kolomela Mines - Anglo American
Laureus Sports Foundation - Kimberley
Local Government Sector Education and
Training Authority (LGSETA)
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Santam
Skills Education Training
Authorities in South Africa
South African Football Association (SAFA)
Street Football - FLT Qwaqwa & FLT
Kimberley
Telkom
Terraform - Southpan & Witkop
Truworths
United Nations Fund for Population
Activities (UNFPA)
Volkswagen SA
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MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
MOSS
MASHISHI

It is of utmost importance that we continue to not only be the voice of the youth of South
Africa but, to offer solutions to the issues they currently face on a day-to-day basis and by
so doing, harness the energy of young people to power the future of South Africa.

F

ollowing a mid-term strategic review
held by the Board and management
team, the Board approved the revision
of the strategic direction of the
organisation. This was driven mainly by the
International AIDS Conference held in Durban
which showed that South Africa continues
to have a high rate of new infections among
young girls aged 15—24. With this realisation
and the knowledge that structural factors
feed into the challenges faced by young
girls and women, we were in agreement
that the issues of youth health including
economic development need to be addressed
simultaneously. The vision of being a “leader
in youth health promotion” with health being
defined, in accordance with the World Health
Organisation, as a “state of complete physical,
mental and social wellbeing”.
The key focus was to establish as well as
maintain relationships with stakeholders
so as to remain relevant in the youth space.
The biggest financial milestone has been
without doubt to receive funds from our
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funders within fairly reasonable timeframes.
This situation will enable the team to start
the New Year running and implementing
activities for the funders. We hope to
continue with this trend in the year ahead as
it enables the organisation to remain focused
and to deliver at a high level work, which is
not compromised by cash flow.
We continued to use the operating model of
peer educators in face-to-face interactions
coupled with the support of various social
media platforms. The strategic plans are
always aligned to the funders’ plans and
the important focus was to ensure delivery
of the same. We continue to operate in all
provinces of the country. The use of the
groundBREAKER model continues to yield
the required results of ensuring that we
understand the issues and the needs of the
young people directly from them. We are
making use of technology as we recognise
that we are living in the digital age and that
is one of the ways in which to engage young
people.
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We continue to operate in all provinces of the country.
The use of the groundBREAKER model continues
to yield the required results of ensuring that we
understand the issues and the needs of the young
people directly from them.

In 2017, the Board approved a request from
management to change the manner in which
funding is recognised in the accounting
records to ensure that we recognise funding
on the basis of activities completed. As a
result of that change, our recorded funding
for 2017 is less than that of 2016. However,
we posted a deficit that is lower than that of
the previous year. We also made a decision
to stop operating the academy as a separate
entity and to bring training into the loveLife
trust. That also played a role in reducing
the costs recorded in the year under review.
As an organisation, we are acutely aware of
our over-reliance and the resultant risk on
government funding. We continue to actively
manage our costs to ensure that there is
no wastage within the organisation. We are
also actively reviewing our programmes to
identify those that can be sold outside to our
traditional funders.
A new Board came into office at the end of
2016. I would like to thank the members of
the old Board for the support they gave to the
organisation during their respective tenures.
The new Board hit the ground running and
have been instrumental in helping us think
differently in terms of how we can access
different types of funding.
Dr. Lebo Maroo left the organisation at the
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end of the year. I would like to thank her for
her immense contribution to the organisation
for the time she was C.E.O. I would also like
to thank the rest of the management team
and the staff members for the commitment
and resilience they continue to show to the
organisation and the work we do for the youth
of South Africa.
The focus for 2018 and beyond is to ensure
that we continue to build on current efforts
to re-risk ourselves financially and to
become less dependent on funding from
national government. We recently registered
a company owned by the loveLife Trust.
This will enable us to carry out commercial
activities on behalf of the organisation. We
are revisiting our current operating model to
align it to the level of funding we have.
It is of utmost importance that we continue
to not only be the voice of the youth of South
Africa but, to offer solutions to the issues
they currently face on a day-to-day basis and
by so doing, harness the energy of young
people to power the future of South Africa.

Mr Moss Mashishi
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MESSAGE
FROM THE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER
LINDA
NKOMO
Our national team of groundBREAKERS continued to fly the purple-and-white loveLife
“flag” high and thus demonstrate the power of the youth development program on young
people. (The majority of the members of the Gauteng Youth Advisory Committee are
former loveLife groundBREAKERs.)

I
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n 2017, we reached more than 300,
000 young people in schools through
our modular programs. Thereby
increasing their awareness of sexual
and reproductive rights, overall health and
bolstering their life and decision-making
skills.

team of groundBREAKERs continued to
fly the purple-and-white loveLife “flag”
high and thus demonstrate the power of
the youth development program for young
people. (The majority of the members of
the Gauteng Youth Advisory Committee are
former loveLife groundBREAKERs.)

The key focus for the year was to continue
to build on the successes of 2016 in
terms of stabilising the organisation and
obtaining the approval of the board to
reposition ourselves as a youth healthfocused organisation whose mandate is
to promote youth health, encompassing
healthy lifestyles, active lifestyles and youth
development as key offerings to South
African youth. The period under review
also saw us engage with organisations
positioned outside our “usual donors”.
It was essential to regard ourselves as a
critical partner not only to government and
international organisations, but also to the
private sector whose substantial market
share is made up of youth. Our national

The timely receipt of funding continued
to be a challenge during the period under
review. It was exacerbated when the
financial commitment from two of our
partners came to an end. We were able
to submit proposals for more funds, the
outcomes of which will be communicated
in 2018. Constant engagement with
our current funders was significant in
alleviating the challenges of late receipt of
funds. The National Department of Health
and the National Department of Sport and
Recreation remain our biggest funders.
They, together with the Department of
Social Development in North West &
Mpumalanga contribute 84% percent
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During the year, we managed to reach 1.6 million
young people through face-to-face engagement. We
engaged with them at our loveLife Y-Centres and hubs
(satellite centers).

toward our funding. We also have projectspecific funding from corporate partners,
aimed squarely at addressing youthrelated health issues in various areas in
South Africa. We certainly could not do
the work we do without the sought-after
funding from our existing funders.
We realise that the need is greater than
what our existing funding can cover and in
the year ahead, we are focused on securing
additional and diversified funding. It will
allow us to manage the risk presented by
the burdensome reliance on one source
of funding but, also be able to diversify
our program offering and the systems of
delivery.
During the year, we managed to reach 1.6
million young people through face-to-face
engagement. We engaged with them at our
loveLife Y-centres, hubs (satellite centers)
as well as schools and local clinics. Over
and above the face-to-face engagement,
we have a mobisite (iloveLife.mobi), which
at the end of the year had over 80,000
young people registered on the platform,
learning about matters of sexual health.
We have built a robust presence on social
media platforms and are able to further
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interact with young people through these
online channels.
Our peer-to-peer mentorship
implementation methodology offers us a
competitive advantage. groundBREAKERs
interact directly with other young people
and consequently, we are able to source
insight on youth issues on the ground from
our beneficiaries.
We continue to operate in all nine
provinces in South Africa and give young
people an opportunity to engage directly
with groundBREAKERs in our Y-Centres,
hubs and schools.
During the year under review, we changed
the way we account for program funding.
Previously, funding was accounted for over
the period of the service level agreement.
This year, we decided to recognise
these funds on the basis of the activities
completed.
As a result, the amounts reported are
less than those in 2016. However, we are
confident that they are a better reflection
of the financial performance of the
organisation.
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YOUNG PEOPLE REACHED THROUGH

FACE-TO-FACE
ENGAGEMENT
The change in the recognition criteria led to
a decline of 17% in funding recorded.
Furthermore, we received an unqualified
audit report — which is always great! — as
it gives our funders and other stakeholders
comfort that our numbers fairly represent
our financial reality and this contributed to
the achievement of the targets we set as
an organisation, one of which was to create
opportunities for new funding sources.
In order to effectively sustain our existence
as an organisation (and be able to fund
programs which are a critical component,
but are not funded) we need to explore
new and different ways of funding the
organisation.
During the last quarter of the year, we
presented to the Board a fundraising
strategy that was intended to increase
our operating funds and thus neutralise
our reliance on government. Our biggest
focus will be on implementing this strategy
earnestly in 2018.
Our relationship with ACWA Power in the
Northern Cape has borne fruit. At the end
of the year, the Kheis Local Municipality
22

donated land for the construction of a
loveLife Y-Centre which will consist of a
clinic. In the coming year, ACWA Power
will begin funding the construction of the
facility.
The issues surrounding the overall health
of the youth of South Africa cannot be
adequately funded by a few government
departments and corporate businesses.
The health of our youth is the
responsibility of every corporate company
and economically active adult in South
Africa.
In 2018, we want to be the voice that
galvanizes the country into action
and commitment to create complete,
connected and creative young people who
will power our future as a country.
To achieve this, we will continue to engage
with government, the private sector and
other civil society organisations to ensure
the correct focus is given to the youth.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the
Chairman for the steadfast support they
granted to the organisation during 2017.
loveLife Annual Report 2017
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loveLife Activity

REPORT
In June 2017 loveLife fully participated at the South African Aids Conferences and HEAIDS
Youth Conference in Durban, both conferences were successfully coordinated by PMD
Acting Senior Manager Sabelo Malevu.

I

n 2017 loveLife Programme
Measurement & Design Department
(PMD) continued with capacitating all
loveLife staff members on Results
Based Monitoring & Evaluations and
Quality Management to ensure that loveLife
programs are fully supported and are
evidence based while showing impact
across all the implemented programs of
loveLife.
•

•
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In 2017 PMD Successfully conducted
three capacity building trainings
workshops on Results Based M&E
and Quality Management for loveLife
Senior Managers, Programs Managers,
Programms Owners and Programmes
Coordinators.
In October 2017 loveLife presented
Quality Management and Results Based
M&E at the loveLife SMT workshop
where loveLife EXCO, Senior Managers,
Program Managers fully participated
where action plans and project

objectives were designed. Quality
Management & Results Based M&E
SOPs and Policies were introduced by
PMD in 2017.
•

loveLife worked in partnership with
GIZ and through this, GIZ supported
loveLife with (Quality Management
Advisor) Barbra Schwartz to develop 3
Quality Management Manuals to ensure
development and implementation of
Quality Management processes.

•

In June 2017 loveLife fully participated
at the South African Aids Conference
and HEAIDS Youth Conference in
Durban, both conference were
successfully coordinated by PMD Acting
Senior Manager Sabelo Malevu.

•

80% of the PMD strategic
implementation was done, the 20% of
the activities will be carried over to the
New Year planning for 2018/2019.
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Targets for the loveLife Recreational Leagues were
exceeded during this period and this is a great
achievement because the programme seeks to
promote healthy lifestyles through activity.

2017 TOTAL REGISTERED
mpintshis

1,087

66

200

5

155

104
103

51

222
181
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2017 TOTAL
REGISTERED
mpintshis

1,087

66

200

5

155

104
103

51

222
181
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6,829

2017 HEALTH4LIFE
TEAMS

143,773

43 338
19 282

2 154
960

18 340
5 947

296

854
16 182

265

444

20 210

1 085

5 165

7 629
7 680

378

393
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OVERALL TEAMS
REGISTERED

13,317
283,670

82 296

38 419

4 095
1 912

31 042
15 305

762

1 444
37 507

492
9 548

977

38 311

2 068

16 431
14 811

813

754
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LIVINGMYLIFE
TEAMS

6,488
139,897

38 958
19 137

1 941
952

12 702
9 358

466

590

21 325

227

533

18 101

983

4 383

8 802
7 131

361
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OVERALL TEAMS
REGISTERED
BY PROVINCE

6,488

Total No.
LivingMyLIfe
Teams

OVERALL PARTICIPANTS
REGISTERED BY
PROVINCE

Total No.
Participants:

Overall
Teams
Registered

6,829

30

139,897

Overall
Participants
Registered

Total No.
Health4Life
Teams

Total No.
Teams:

143,773
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2017 REGISTERED
HEALTH TALKS
EVENTS

38,588
1,560,255

403 301
239 295

7 536
4 343

103 265

103 823

4 956

2 580
71 637

1 939

257 357

1 557

4 186

55 271

259 466
66 840

9 645

1 846
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2017 BORN FREE
DIALOGUES
REGISTERED

699
43,924

6 835
6 712

108
76

2 874
3 110

45

44
5 015

912

77

10 753

217

4 383

5 362
2 351

80

36
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570

2017 REGISTERED
EVENTS

113,445

13 432
14 267

100

72
8 337

6 452

41

41

12 716

16

47

36 520

136

2 455

11 832
7 434

77

40
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2017 COMMUNITY
HUBS

503

118
54

29

27

31

2017 TYPE
OF HUBS
1%

32

25

138

49

486

Franchise: 8
14%

Sports Hub: 118
4%

Y-Centre: 22

1%

Outlet: 11

Franchise: 8
Outlet: 11
Sports Hub: 118

HUBS
DISTRIBUTION

Y-Centre: 5
Clinics: 344
80%
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Clinics: 344
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2017 SCHOOLS
REGISTERED

1,318

164
338

89

48

104

74

216

233
52

2017 TYPE OF
SCHOOL
REGISTERED

1,318

1%
33

Learners with Disabilities

6
560
13

Middle School

33

Intermediate Schools

Type of
Schools
Registered

Combined Schools
Primary Schools
699

Secondary Schools

2 351
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2017 love4Life
CHALLENGE
PARTICIPANTS BY
PROVINCE

508,557

96 180
40 457

59 522

31 777

69 901

36

32 975

65 433

63 046

49 266
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2017 REGISTERED
LEAGUES BY
PROVINCE

1,313
8,320

3 296
381

551

86
561

320

57

83

149

29

2 271

21

307

169

675
498

109

REGISTRED
LEAGUES

70

2-a-side Volleyball
3-a-side Netball
5-a-side Soccer
Athletics
Basketball
Cricket
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Dibeke
Hockey ya kasi
Indigenous Games
Kgathi
Mkhukhu Function
Netball

Other
Rugby
Shuttle Runs
Soccer
Volleyball
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2017 RECREATIONAL
LEAGUES BY
SPORTING CODE

8,320

3 296

381

320

169

498

38

561

149
2 271

675
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2017 RECREATIONAL
LEAGUES BY
SPORTING CODE

1,313

1
61

2
2

408

2
9
5

2-a-side Volleyball

2

3-a-side Netball

9

5-a-side Soccer

18

Athletics

1

Basketball

5

Cricket

2

Dibeke

2

Hockey ya kasi

5

Indigenous Games
Kgathi

49
217
4

217

Netball

192

Other

103

Rugby

61

Soccer
103
1%
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192

3

Mkhukhu Function

Shuttle Runs
1%

154

Volleyball

4
408
78

2
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SUCCESS STORIES
NOMIMI MOTHIBI
PAMPIERSTAD
Tumelo Majahe joined loveLife in 2015 as a
mpintshi and became a groundBREAKER
in 2016 at Nomimi Mothibi Clinic in
Pampierstad, North-West.
He fell in love with facilitating the
love4Life Challenge board game and
the Health4Life Programme, previously
known as love4Life. He gained substantial
experience through the mpintshi and
groundBREAKER training sessions and
in 2016, he switched to facilitating at high
schools around the community. Tumelo
then set his sights on being a speaker
at events hosted by schools around
Pampierstad, North-West.
He possesses impressive presentation
skills, used to facilitate his work with
various schools, and the Principal of
Kgomotso High School commended him
on his work ethic and mentioned that since
Tumelo began working with the Grade 10
and 11 students, their Life Orientation pass
rate has significantly improved, whilst the
school’s teenage pregnancy rate has seen
a decline.
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In December 2017, Kgomotso High School
presented him with an award for his work
as a Healthy Lifestyle Promoter. He was
then offered a job as an Educator for the
Life Orientation subject, through the EPWP
programme. The teachers agreed to pay
for his course in Education.
He is currently serving as a Life
Orientation Teacher at Kgomotso High
School.
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The Y-Centre is also focused on maintaining its relationship
with the Mpumalanga Department of Social Development to
secure future additional funding that will assist in dealing
with community challenges and drive positive behaviour
change in the community.

BOTSHABELO
Y-CENTRE
Nthabiseng Seruwe is a 25 yearold dynamo who lives in Free State,
Botshabelo. She passed her matric in 2011
and like other young people, was hoping
to attend university. She applied at the
Central University of Technology to study
for a Bachelor of Education (Languages).
That goal did not work out because of
a lack of funds.She then applied to be
part of the Cyber Y’s programme (for
basic computer skills) at the Botshabelo
Y-Centre.
Nthabiseng went to the centre one week
before they trained their mpintshi’s, so one
of the groundBREAKERs approached and
told her about the programme. She joined
the team as a mpintshi and was promoted
to head up the Media Ys programme during
2016 and 2017.

The programme helped Nthabiseng
in choosing a career path. Before the
programme, she was not sure what she
wanted to do with her life when her plan of
becoming a teacher did not work out. The
Media Ys programme gave her hope and
skills. She sees herself as a young person
who can succeed in the media industry.

Nthabiseng was trained on how to use
cameras and edit visuals — it was the first
time ever she had an opportunity to film
or edit anything. She was often scared she
would fail spectacularly, but her managers
were supportive of her learning.

Nthabiseng is currently a student in Cape
Town. She received a bursary to study Film
and Television Production at Big Fish School
of Film and Television Production. She is
doing well because of the training she had
from loveLife.
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NALEDI MAFANYOLLE
BOTSHABELO

loveLife Free State participated in the 2017
National TB Day commemoration. We
participated as the leading organisation
running the She Conquers campaign in the
Free State province.
Our mpintshi, Naledi Mafanyolle, shared
the stage with then Deputy President of
the country, Mr. Cyril Ramaphosa, and the
Minister of Health, Dr. Aaron Motsoaledi.
She articulated what the She Conquers
campaign means to her and how she is
practising the five pillars of the campaign
in her life. She told the deputy president
and the audience that she had to fend off
sugar daddies from her teenage years.
When life became difficult financially at
home there were “offers” which came her
way. She could have been easily tempted
to escape the struggle by accepting what
she was being offered and improve her life
instantly. She knew that those offers came
at a price. She witnessed examples from
girls who accepted the offers.
She persisted to finish school, attained
tertiary education and then came to

loveLife to volunteer. She graduated while
learning valuable life skills as a mpintshi.
The centre provided a platform to access
opportunities she did not have before. She
received the encouragement to register her
own company while serving as a mpintshi.
Toward the end of 2017 and long after TB
Day commemoration, she received an
offer — her company was sub-contracted
to clean the local hospital. It has been a
whirlwind of a journey and we are proud of
Naledi Mafanyolle.

MTHWALUME
eMATHULINI
Mcebisi Sithole comes from Port
Shepstone, in Mthwalume, KwaZulu-Natal.
In 2016, he graduated from the Durban
University of Technology (DUT) with a
three-year National Diploma in Video
Technology.
His journey began at the loveLife
eMathulini Y-Centre in the year 2012. He
was a mpintshi in the Radio Y’s programme
and in 2013 he was selected as a Media
Ys groundBREAKER. That is how he was
introduced to visual storytelling for the first
time.
42
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Before he became a Media Ys
groundBREAKER, Mcebisi only knew that
to work in television, he had to be an actor
or presenter. Before joining and working
with loveLife, he was an introvert and did
not know how to express himself eloquently
and this affected how he communicated his
ideas and emotions. Media Ys helped him
find his voice, express himself and touch
other people’s lives through his work.
After his tenure with loveLife, he went
to DUT in 2014 to complete his diploma
and search for opportunities to work

with major players in the television
industry. He has worked at Clive Morris
Productions when he was signed under
50/50 – a wildlife series on SABC 2;
he worked at WildCam TV as a Junior
Camera Operator and from 2017, he has
been working with the Centre for Creative
Art on the Durban International Film
Festival; he filmed and edited Poetry
Africa and worked as a Camera Operator
for Time Of The Writer.
Mcebisi has also built up the courage to
work as a freelancer camera operator.

Y-CENTRE
LENYENYE
The Limpopo branch takes pride in
implementing youth health promotion.
At the core of its strategy is pioneering
with excellence; providing exciting
programmes; showcasing its reputation
as a thought leader in driving positive
behavioural lifestyle transformation among
young people in the province.
It is exciting to note that the She Conquers
Connect Clubs as a programme offering
were well-received and have grown rapidly
— from 4 to 23 within a month. The themes
and topics discussed at the sessions,
the reassurances of confidentiality of
information put forth were appreciated and
it generated a conducive environment for
youth participation.
What we have learned is that young people
are able to freely discuss their issues and
opinions under loveLife’s facilitation – they
are able to share what affects them and
share their solutions.
The discussions vary, from debating,
critical thinking and identifying problems
and solutions. The activities are enhanced
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by involving relevant partners who,
beside adding fun, greatly empowered
the participants with new skills, such as
technical training in Robotics (we partnered
with Mamphela Ramphele Comec Centre to
teach young people how to build a robot).
The participants’ entrepreneurial minds
are also stimulated and those participating
go as far as identifying local projects
which can be used for economic selfempowerment — e.g. popcorn machines
and how to use them to make money.
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Street Theatre Activations
(merged with She Conquer Clubs)
Street theatre activations were initially
a challenge to kick-start in the province.
Most young people, the target audience,
would get drunk and be preoccupied with
other things by the end of the activations.
For us, this meant that there was lack of
patience from the audience to engage right
through to the end of the activations. The
frustration with this reality threatened our
success and it also discouraged the actors
somewhat, the people putting in hard work
for this project.
The keyword and objective then became
integration. The programme offering was
integrated with She Conquers Connect

Clubs and other partner reproductive
services like the National Department of
Health and Anova for HST.
This enhanced our activities and we
began attracting larger crowds. It was
also essential to target high population
centres such as the Maake Plaza.
Proving our agility, we redesigned our
strategic outreach programme from the
streets to the schools while maintaining
our integrated approach.
Targeting schools and combining different
programmes and approaches into one
resulted in a bigger turnout and reach of
young people to attend our street theatre
events.

BOTSHABELO
Y-CENTRE
The year 2017 was good for loveLife in
the Free State. We were able to repaint
the centre; resurface the basketball and
netball courts; participate in the successful
national TB Day held in Mangaung. We
ended the year with a Freedom Day soccer
tournament held at Qwaqwa FFH – loveLife
Y-Centre. Our groundBREAKERs and
mpintshi’s continued to excel and went
beyond their call of duty.
The most important of our achievements
has been our ability to reclaim the
space that loveLife used to occupy in
the Free State when we had a bigger
footprint. We ran a meet-and-greet
campaign where we engaged all relevant
departments, stakeholders and NGOs
to share the new loveLife strategy. This
helped with providing understanding and
instill confidence in the current loveLife
operational strategy.
The Botshabelo Y-Centre, having been built
in 2003, began to deteriorate. So, a project
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to refurbish the building was executed in
2017. We reached out to local businesses
and amongst all of those approached,
Kgotso Build, Rassmatazz, Mosupatsela
FM and Botshabelo Mall responded.
The refurbishments happened on
Mandela Day – 18 July. Rassmatazz
concentrated on resurfacing the
basketball and netball courts while
Kgotso Build provided the paint, brushes,
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rollers and all other required equipment.
Mosupatsela FM and Botshabelo Mall
provided media coverage and labour

respectively. The estimated cost of the
refurbishment of the centre amounted to
R 1.2 million.

ADDITIONAL groundBREAKER AND
mpintshi SUCCESSES:
groundBREAKERS and mpintshi’s in the
Free State province continued to excel in
2017. These young people went beyond the
call of duty to shine in their spaces and
disciplines.
•
•
•

Simphiwe Zwane was selected to
study at the Big Fish TV and Film
academy in Cape Town.
Thapelo Ntsalong was selected to
study at the TV and Film academy in
Johannesburg.
Martha Pule was recently appointed
head coach for the Lejweleputswa
Basketball Team.
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•

Joy Leeuw was selected as a youth
ambassador for the Free State at
National Department of Health.
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New loveLife Trust
Tel: +27 (0)11 523 1000
Fax: +27 (0)11 523 1001
48 Wierda Rd West
Wierda Valley Sandton 2196
www.lovelife.org.za
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